A Tool for Developing Incident Action Plans

Using the NIMS IAP Application
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Introduction
This Google Workbook is designed to help an Incident Management Team complete the 202, 203, 203A, 204,
204A (briefing sheet) 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 211, 215A, 220, weather, and Cover page for an IAP more
rapidly. It is strongly recommended that before using this application on an incident that you have an
understanding of formulas used in Google Sheets (almost identical to Excel) and you play with this to learn how
it can help you, and also learn its limitations.
This documentation is not a intended to be a help file on how to fill-out NIMS ICS forms but, rather to help you
with the particularities of the NIMS IAP application. If you need help with how to fill out ICS forms, refer to
the FEMA web site (https://training.fema.gov/icsresource/icsforms.aspx).
I cannot claim credit for creating this workbook entirely. I have built upon the work of others. However, I have
created most of the automation within these sheets through formulas and Google Scripts (a version of Java
Script). Several people have contributed to this work, including Gabe Garcia (North Bay IMT, Cal Fire IMT 6),
Buddy Bloxam (Cal Fire IMT 3), Jeff Dapper (Cal Fire IMT 3), Kyle O’Neil (Cal Fire IMT ?) and likely others
that I am unaware of.
I consider any modification that I have made to be open source. If you want to tweak it to do something
different, go right ahead. You may share this sheet or the NIMS IAP web site (nimsiap.org) with anyone you
wish. I have tried to make the Javascript coding as simple as possible and I have tried to make it fully
“commented” it as well.
My Contact information:
Jim Irving
jimi@nimsiap.org
415 729-5150
COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Copyright (C) 2017 - Jim Irving
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General
Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation. This program is distributed in the hope that it will
be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY
or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
See the GNU General Public License for more details
http://www.gnu.org/licenses
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About Google Sheets
Google Sheets is basically Microsoft Excel which runs in a web browser. The functions, features and formula
work almost identical to Excel. If you can use Excel, you can use Sheets. There are several features within
sheets that make it a great platform for collaborative incident management.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Because its web based, everyone is using the same version.
It can be shared with anyone for free.
It is platform independent – Windows, Mac, Linux, Android,
iPad, iPhone.
Multiple people can be working on the same spreadsheet at the same time.
People can work remotely

There are also some drawbacks;
1.
2.
3.

You must have an internet connection (although you can run it on a single computer without internet –
This requires some setup prior to having no Internet. See appendix C).
Data intensive operations can run slow, particularly with slow Internet.
Google limits the amount of processing (generally not an issue).
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Accessing Scripts
The automation for use with these sheets are available from the menu at the top of the screen. The function of
each script is explained later in this document.

For the most part, the scripts do things that a reasonably experienced Sheets (or Excel) user could do manually.
The scripts automate the process, reducing the time required and hopefully reducing the chance for error.

Overview of NIMS IAP menu Items
NIMS IAP Main
Create Single 204
Only available from the 203, it creates a 204 for the
currently selected Division, Group or Staging area.
Create All 204s - 203
This creates a 204 for any division or group
identified on the 203. If this is run after other 204s
have been created, it will create only the missing
204s.
Create All 204s – 203A
This creates a 204 for any division or group
identified on the 203A. If this is run after other 204s
have been created, it will create only the missing
204s.
Add Page to Current 204
This adds an additional page for the current 204. The
page numbers and tab IDs are updated.
Reset All 204s to a Single Page
This removes any additional pages that were created on a 204. Pages numbers are reset to “Page 1 of 1”.
Delete All 204
This deletes all 204s.
Add Additional 211 Page
Adds an additional page to the 211.
Build Virtual T-Card Rack
Adds the Branch and Division/Group information to the Virtual T-Card rack.
Build Briefing Sheets (Branch Assignment or 204A)
Creates a briefing sheet (also known as a Branch Assignment Sheet or 204A) that lists each branch with
the divisions, Tactical channels and resources assigned.
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Overview of NIMS IAP menu Items (cont.)
NIMS IAP Main (cont.)
Delete Briefing Sheets
Removes the Briefing sheets
Estimate IAP Printing
Totals camp overhead, agency reps, field line overhead, and all resources, and creates a sheet with
categorized suggested totals for printing.
Record 204 Assignments to Resource IDs
Adds generic resources into the ResourceID list. This enables filling of a 204 with resource that are yet
to be filled, such STC, STA STG, DOZ, etc…
IAP Resources
Goto ResourceID Tab
Takes you to the ResourceID Tab.
Goto Resource Edit Tab
Takes you to the Resource Edit Tab.
Add Generic Resources
Adds generic resources into the
ResourceID list. This enables filling of
a 204 with resource that are yet to be
filled, such STC, STA STG, DOZ,
etc…
Reorder Resources on Current 204
Reorders the resources on the current 204 to the order specified on the General Information Tab.
Add All Resources from Current 204 to Resource List
Resource information can be entered directly on to the 204, even though it is not in the Resource List.
This menu item captures data from the 204 that is not already on the Resource list and places it on the
Resource List. It then restores the formulas normally present on the 204.
Add or Update Current Selection from 204 to Resource List
Similar to above. However, it adds on the currently selected line. It will also update the resource if it
already exists. After adding or updating, it then restores the formulas normally present on the 204.
Replace Formulas in Currently Selected Cells
This restores the formulas normally present on the 204 for a selected area.
Check for Duplicate Resources Assigned on 204
Searched all 204s to see if any resource has been assigned on multiple 204s.
Clear all Resources from 204s
Removes all resource assignments from all 204s and restores all formulas.
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Overview of NIMS IAP menu Items (cont.)
IAP Resources
Go to Import Tab
Takes you to the Import Tab, where imported information
should be pasted.
Import InciNet Data
Once data copied and pasted from InciNet onto the Import
tab, this will import that data into the ResourceID List.
Import ROSS Data
Once data copied and pasted from ROSS onto the Import Tab, this will import that data into the ResourceID
List. It will automatically detect a variety of ROSS exports, including IRS-001, IRQ-002, original “Request
List” (with or with subordinates) and the ROSS dispatch console excel (CSV) export.
Import Check-In Data
This menu item should be run from the 211 which you intend to import from. You may have someone remotely
enter Check-In information from a phone, tablet or PC. However, the information is not directly placed into the
ResourceID list. This menu function moves it from the Check-In List to the Resource List.
IAP GoTo
The GoTo menu allows you a quick way to get to most forms within
the IAP.

NIMS IAP Help
Pulls up this document from the web.
Authorized NIMS IAP
This gives the scripts authorization to run. This should always be done prior to
sharing or copying a spreadsheet, otherwise the sheet may lose functionality.
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Data Entry and Protected Fields
All of the pages are designed to have data entry fields, as well as title fields and fields that contain formulas.
Generally, you should not overwrite titles or formulas. However, sometimes it may be necessary, you may not
like a title or you may want to change a formula. If you attempt to change a protected field, you will get a
warning. However, you will be able to change it. There are no cells within these sheets that don’t allow
changes.

Multiple Line Text Fields
Most of the sheets contain fields that have multiple lines on them. In order to insert a carriage return or line
break, use “ctrl enter” instead of enter to create a new line. Also, Tabs do not work in text fields.

“ctrl enter”

Data vs Formulas
Be careful about overwriting formulas. Look at the “Formula Bar”.
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Getting Started
The best place to start is the tab titled “101 General Info”. The Incident Name, Incident Number, Date, and
Operational Period information entered on the General Info tab will be auto-populated onto all other tabs and
forms throughout the spreadsheet.
Incident Name
Enter the incident name (here only). It will
propagate to all other forms. Checking Add
“Incident” to cover, simply adds that text to
the name on the cover.
Incident Start date, Incident Number,
and P-Code
These fields are all optional. They
propagate to only the IAP Cover and 209 (if
used).
Operational Period Title
By default set to “Operation Period”.
However you may want to use “Day Shift”,
“Night Shift”, or similar.
Operational Period
Date and Time of the start and end of the operational period. This will propagate to all forms. Double-clicking on the cell will bring up
a drop-down calendar.

Cover Logos and QR Code
Several fields from above propagate onto the cover, including the Incident Name, Incident Number, P-Code, Operational Title,
Operational Period, Other Info and Day of the Week (if selected). You may also place logos at predefined positions on the cover. This
is accomplished by placing a link to a graphic (jpg, bmp, png, gif) in either the “Main Cover Logo” or “Corner Logo” below.
Typically the main logo would be the agency logo and the corner logo would be the IMT logo. Of you click on the
“www.nims.org/logos” link it will open a directory with many commonly used logos. You can open the logo, then copy and paste its
URL to the appropriate field.
There is also a box to place a link to QR code or to an internet accessible location, such as Dropbox, Box, a webpage, or FTP site
where IAP or GIS products are available. If you place a link to a QR code, the QR will be displayed. If you link a URL to a file
hosting site, a QR code will be generated and displayed.
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Location
Having the location is necessary for the Weather Update and the sunrise and sunset for the Air Operations
Summary (ICS 220). It also propagates onto the 209. Location can be entered as either a text name or as latitude
and longitude.
You may enter your text location either generally or very specific. As an example, you could enter your county
or city and the location returned would be the geographic center of your county or city. You can also get very
specific and enter a particular address, such “123 Elm St, Anytown, CA”. You can also enter geographic
placenames, such as Cascade Canyon, Lake Arrowhead, or Bighorn Peak. And finally, you can enter cultural
features, such as parks, stadiums, theatres, shopping malls, town squares, bridges, and airports.
If you are entering your location as Lat/Long, you may enter it in any of the three standard formats (degrees
minutes seconds, degrees decimal minutes, decimal degrees). It is also fairly forgiving on the formatting
characters. For instance, 40 26 46 will work the same as 40° 26′ 46″ N. The program assumes that you are in the
Western Hemisphere and North of the Equator.
Enter address or
location here… or
Latitude and
Longitude down here.
Be sure to Accept the
field and then click
on Update Location
after any changes
This field should reflect your location.

The Location Check field provides feedback for your location. If it is not correct, you should try re-entering it.
It is best to be more descriptive and to include city and state.
Signatures
The NIMS IAP program will normally list the appropriate person to sign specific pages of the IAP based on the
assignments on the 203 and common practice. However, if you have multiple names assigned to a position, or
wish to have a different signature, you may designate which person’s name should be listed as the signatory.
If your signatures will be the same as the people assigned on your 203, there is no need to make any changes to
the signature fields. The default is to use names from the 203.
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Put Branch ID on Tabs

Checking the box will have the application place the branch ID on the 204 tab like the
example to the right. We recommend using it this way.
Unchecking the box will have the application place only the division ID on the 204 tab
like the example to the right.
Edit 204 Drop-Down Assignments
The “Edit Assignments” button allows you to view and edit a sheet with all of the available drop-down “Work
assignments” for the 204. You may add or edit these to suite your needs.
204 Type: FEMA or NWCG
You may select to use the FEMA 204 or the NWCG (National Wildland Coordinating Group) 204 WF. The
decision on which 204 you will be using should be made prior to creating 204s.
The Wildland 204 has a few extra fields, including two user-definable fields in the Resource section. Be default,
they are ALS (Advanced Life Support) and LWD (Last Work Day). However, you may change them here on
the General Info Tab and the change will affect the 204s and the ResourceID tab.

Resources Assigned Notation

You may change the notation that appears on the top of the resources section
of all of the 204s. This may be changed at any time, even after 204s are created.
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InciNet/ROSS Import Configuration
This allows you to select different options for importing the resource ID data from ROSS or InciNet. For those not
familiar with ROSS or InciNet, I guess a little background is in order. ROSS is the Resource Ordering and Status System.
It is a Federally created computer system for ordering and tracking fire resources troughout the Country. InciNet is a Cal
Fire system for tracking resources once assigned to an incident. InciNet pulls its resource information from ROSS.

Include last name in resource ID for overhead positions
By default, overhead positions listed in the resource section of the 204 will list the four-letter position, followed by the
order number (FOBS O-165). If you check this, the resource’s last name will also appear in the resource ID (FOBS
JONES O-165).
Include Name in Resource ID for private (PVT) equipment
By default, private equipment will list the equipment type, “PVT” and the order number (DOZ PVT E-104). If you select
this, an abbreviated version of the company name will be added (DOZ PVT E-104 TOUGHGUYS).
Include Request Number in Resource ID for agency equip
By default, the request number for public agency fire equipment is not listed in the Resource ID (STC XMR 2141C). If
you select “Yes” for this configuration, the Request number will be added (STC XMR 2141C E-102).
Import ROSS Subordinate units and personnel
Certain ROSS reports (Exports) will list the main resource ID along with subordinate information (eg; all the engines and
personnel in a strike team). Normally, only the main resource is imported (eg; just the strike team ID). If you select “Yes”
for this configuration, subordinate resources will be imported, as well. However, they will not be listed in the pull-down
resource selection. While this is nice to have this additional information, it will make your system run slower.
Clip Dispatch Center info from Resource ID
Selecting yes will remove the resource’s dispatch agency info from the resource ID making it more compact.
Use FireScope Strike Team Identifiers
In California strike teams are “typed” by a three-letter preface that is a standard identified by “FireScope”. If you are not
in California, you should set this to “No”.
Overhead Import Options
This is a list of “Target assignments” from ROSS or InciNet. It establishes the 4 letter resource ID for overhead positions
(FOBS, RESL, STEN, etc…) based on the “Target assignment” and allows you to select which assignments get imported
into the ResourceID sheet.
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202 Incident Objectives

Incident Name, Operational Period
Information for both of these is
propagated from the General
Information Tab.
Objectives
Management and control objectives
can be edited to suite your needs. To
create line breaks (or new lines) in
multi-lined text boxes in Google
Sheets, you have to use “ctrl + enter”.
You can also copy and paste from
Word or text documents.
General Situational Awareness
Again, this is a multi-lined text box.
Use “ctrl + enter” to create new lines.
Site Safety Plan Required
Use the small arrow 6to select the
Yes or No checked box.
Incident Action Plan
Select the components that will be
included in you IAP. Use the small
arrow 6to select either the “þ” or the
“¨”. Click on the arrow “6”, not the
checkbox. You can also add
additional components to the list.
Prepared By/Approved By
These should fill automatically
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203 (Organization Assignment List)
Again, the Incident Name and the Operation Period information gets propagated from the General Information
Tab. Much of the 204 will be filled from the 203 and there is a script available to generate the 204’s that you
need. In the diagram below, the fields highlighted in yellow are the fields that will be auto-filled into the 204.

The orange square indicates what fields are auto-populated from the General Info tab. The red squares indicate which fields from the
203 will be auto-populated onto the 204.

From the diagram above, you should be able to figure out which fields are fillable. If you try to enter
information into a non-fillable field, you will get a warning. However, it will allow you to change it. I would
caution against moving any of the fields on the 203 that provide auto-fill information to the 203. If you have to
move fields, you should do it after you have generated the 204s and you should understand how formulas in
Sheets work. Generally, if you are altering the form, do it using “Insert” or “Cut and Paste”, rather than “Copy
and Paste”. This will move the formulas with the information. Conversely, if you are re-assigning a person or
resource, use “Copy and Paste, otherwise the formula will move with the person or resource.
The normal setup for Branches and Division/Groups is five branches with five
Division/Groups each. However, you may change Branches and Division/Groups on the
203 to suite your needs. Each Branch or Division may be re-assigned as a Branch,
Division/Group, Staging Area or Zone. As an example, you could create more Branches
with fewer Divisions/Groups in each. If you need more, see below.
203A (Additional Operational Assignments)
The 203A is another sheet with nothing but Branches, Division/Groups on it, giving an additional 84 Branches,
Divisions or groups. 204s for Divisions on the 203A are created in the same fashion as on the stndard 203.
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Generating 204s
There are two ways that you can generate 204s. You can either generate all the needed 204s at once or, you can
generate them individually. Doing them all at once (Create All 204s) is easier, as it requires one click and it puts
the 204s in order. When you use the Create 204 function, it creates the 204 for the currently selected division. It
places the newly created 204 just to the right of the 203.
Create a single 204
To create a 204 for a single division, select the
letter designator for that division. From the NIMS
IAP Main menu, select Create 204. The 204 will
be generated and placed in the second tab position.
If there is already a 204 tab for the selected
division, you will get an error message advising
you of such and asking that you enter a different
name. The new 204 tab will still be created.
However, it will be named “Copy of Blank 204.x”,
with x being a generated number. You should
rename the tab to suit your needs.

Select a Division first. Then
select “Create Single 204”
from the “NIMS IAP Main”
menu.

Creating all 204s
To create 204s for all divisions and groups, select Create All 204s from
the NIMS IAP Main menu. It does not matter what cell is selected, nor
which sheet you are on. The script will generate 204s for any division on
the 203 which has a designator in the Division ID field and does not the
corresponding 204. The sheet tabs will be ordered by their position on
the 203 with the bottom of the tab color-coded by branch.
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Building your 204
The information in the top portion of your 204 is filled by formulas pulling information from the 203 and the
Safety sheet. You should not have to enter any data above the Resources assigned.
The Night OPS and Branch Safety are
optional fields. If you don’t have them
filled on the 203 or the Safety sheet, they
will not appear on the 204.
To enter resources, select a cell in
the left column and begin typing a
resource identifier. As you type, the drop down menu will narrow its search choices based on information in the
resource list as shown below. You may type any part of the resource name. As an example, instead of typing
“STC MRN”, you could simply type the agency ID, such as “MRN”, or just the strike team designator, such as
“9150”. Once you select the resource, the leader, personnel, Contact and times will be automatically filled.

If you need to make changes to the leader name, number of persons, drop off or pick up times, you may edit the
information on the 204 and the select “Add or Update Current Selection from 204 to Resource List. All of
these cells use formulas to render their information. If you change information on the 204, you will overwrite
the formula. It you do overwrite a formula, you can replace it by highlighting the cell (or cells) and selecting
“Replace Formulas in the Currently Selected Cells” .
All of the Communications data will be pulled from the 205 Worksheet. No communications information should
be added on the 204.
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Managing Resource Data
One of the most important features of this version of the 204 is the ability to select resources via a pull down
menu. However, in order to have resources available in the pull-down, the resource information must be in the
“Resource ID” sheet.
Resource data can be entered in four different ways;
Manually on the 204 (then imported to the Resource List).
Manually on the Resource ID sheet.
Imported from the “Incident Check-In” sheet.
Imported from an export from InciNet or ROSS.
Entering Data Directly on the 204
One of the easiest way to input data in the early part of an incident is to add it directly into the 204. Normally,
when you enter a Resource ID into the Resource Identifier column of the 204, the Resource ID will appear in
the selection list and the associated fields will auto-populate once it is selected. However, if the ID is not in the
Resource list, the small arrow in the Resource Identifier field will turn red and the associated fields will not
auto-populate.
You can continue to enter the Resource information into the associated fields. Once you have entered all
resources on the 204, select “Add Data from 204 to resource List” from the NIMS IAP menu. The new
resources will be added to the resource list. The small error arrow will disappear. The associated fields will
become blank for a moment and then repopulate as the formulas are restored.
If a resource is entered which
does not exist in the Resource
List, the resource will be
tagged with a small red
triangle in the corner of the
Resource Identifier field. You
may fill in the associated fields and select “Add Data from 204 to resource List” from the NIMS IAP menu. If
information from a resource is brown, that indicates that it has been updated on the 204 but, has not been saved
back to the Resource ID tab
Importing Data From InciNet or ROSS
The easiest way to get data from InciNet or ROSS is to have it exported to an Excel file and then Copy and
Paste the data from Excel to Sheets. For those not familiar with InciNet or ROSS, InciNet is a resource tracking
and network system developed by Cal Fire. ROSS is the Resource Ordering and Status System. For detailed
instruction on importing from InciNet, see appendix A, or for ROSS, see appendix B.
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Entering Data Directly into the ResouceID Sheet
The third way to enter data is to enter it directly into the ResourceID sheet. This can be done by anyone with
full access to the sheet.
To enter data, click on the ResourceID tab. Scroll
to the bottom of the data and enter the data on the
first empty line as exampled below.

Editing Resource Data
The Resource Data Sheet is also the best place to make modification to your data. If you need to change
information such as a leader’s name, number of personnel or you need to format the Resource ID to fit better on
the 204, this is the place to do it.
If you make changes to the leader, number of personnel or the assigned times, it will update immediately on the
204. If you update the Resource ID, you will have to reselect it on the 204.
Changes that you make on the ResourceID list will not change when you import or re-import inciNet data.
When you import InciNet data the script read each resource from the InciNet Sheet and looks for an existing
resource within the ResourceID list. If it finds an existing ResourceID record, it will move on the next record
without altering the ResourceID Sheet.

Creating Generic Resources
Before resource identifiers are known, you may want to develop 204s for resources to be assigned at briefing.
To create a list of generic resources, select Add Generic Resources from the NIMS IAP menu.
The resources shown to
the left will be created in
your resource list.
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205 and 205 Worksheets
No information should be added directly on to the 205. The 205 is filled entirely from the 205 Worksheet.
The 205 Worksheet, while similar in appearance to a 205, has to be laid out slightly different to allow for
providing lookup data to other forms. The 205 worksheet also has the ability to lookup commonly used
channels or frequencies.
On the 205 Worksheet only enter information in the areas shown in yellow. All other fields are static or lookup
fields.

The “204 Assignment” column identifies what and where information will be placed on the corresponding 204.
This column will not print on the 205. The information in the column should match the Division or Group name
exactly. If two divisions are sharing a tactical channel, each should have its own line, but the sharing should be
noted in the “205 Assigned” column (as the A/B example above).
The 205 Order column establishes the order that the channels will print on the 205. This should match your
programming for the BK radios (if using BK radios). If two lines share a 205 order number, only the first will
print (again, note the A/B example above).
The Name column is the Channel/Frequency
This is a drop-down selection list, based on
start to type – as in the example to the right,
were to type “vfire’ you would see the
Vfire Channels. When you select a channel,
frequency and tone information will be autoto the rest of the form. The Channels are
from the “205 Channels” sheet. You may add
channels on that sheet.

identifier.
what you
if you
available
the
populated
pulled
additional

The 205 Worksheet allows for up to 25
channels,
with 20 printable on the actual 205. If you
need more
than 25, you can insert a row and copy the row above. The same is true for the 205. However, you may run into
printing issues.
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The 205 Worksheet above would print as the 205 below.
Order numbers here correspond to
channel numbers here.
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205 Channels
The 205 Channels tab is listing of all available radio channels for use as a drop-down in the 205 Worksheet.
Each channel should contain an Alpha Tag (the comman name for the channel), use function (Command,
Tactical, Emeregncy, Air to Ground, etc…), Receive frequency, Receive tone carrier, Transmit frequency,
Transmit tone carrier, and notes for use (Repeater sites, limitations, etc…).
Channels can be added at the bottom of the list to make local channels available in the drop-down.
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206 Medical Plan
The 206 is primarily a standard fill-in form, with the exception of the incident name, operational period,
Medical Unit Leader and Safety Officer names, which are filled from the General Info Tab and the 203.

Fields with a “6” in the right side are drop-down menus that give you common selections. You may overwrite
these, if necessary.

Auto-filled from
the 203.
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207 Organizaional Chart
The 207 is entirely auto-filled from the 203. However, you may edit any field to suite your needs.
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208 Safety Message/Plan
The 208 is primarily a standard fill-in form, with the exception of the incident name, operational period, and
Safety Officer name, which are filled from the General Info Tab and the 203.
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215A IAP Safety Analysis
The 215A is primarily a standard fill-in form, with the exception of the incident name, operational period, and
Safety Officer name, which are filled from the General Info Tab and the 203.
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215 Operational Planning Worksheet (Fire)
There are two 215 Operational Planning Worksheets, one designed particularly for wildland fires and the other
a generic Operational Planning Worksheet. The image below is the fire specific worksheet.

The 215 layout has space for 9 Divisions/Groups. If you need more than that, you can
duplicate the tab by clicking on the small arrow at the end of the tab name.
The incident name and operational period are filled from the General Info tab. Work
assignments use the same drop-down list as the work assignments in the 204. The entered
resource needs are totalled at the bottom of the worksheet and uses the available resources to
calculate needs.

The non-fire 215 is very similar except the resource head contains blank vertically oriented resource
names that can be filled-in as needed .
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220 Air Operations Summary
There are two versions of the Air Operations Summary. One is the NIMS standard 220, while the other is
one that has been used commonly by Cal Fire. The incident name, incident number, sunrise, startup
time, cuttoff, sunset, and shutdown times for both forms are calculated based on the date and lat/long or
location entered on the General Info tab. All other fields are simple fill-ins.
The newer version has help notes built-in to the form to assist with filling it out.
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Weather Forecast
When you select “Update”, the weather forecast information is automatically generated for the location entered
on the General Information Tab. The latitude and longitude are fowarded to the NIMSIAP server, which in-turn
requestes fire weather information from the National Weather Service. The NIMSIAP server cleans up the
returned information and all HTML formatting is removed and then it is returned to your sheet.
Clicking on the “Update”
Button will update your
current fire weather.
Clicking on the “NWS
Fire Weather” in the
upper-right corner takes
you to the NWS Fire
Weather page.
If for some reason the
update button does not get
your current weather, you
can copy and paste from
the NWS Fire Weather
page.
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204A Briefing Sheet
The 204A (Briefing Sheet) is a non-standard ICS form used by many incident management teams. It is a single
sheet that lists all resources assigned to an individual branch on a single page. This can be helpful for the roll
call of resources during briefing or as an aid to the branch directors. It both cases, it allows you to view all
resources on a branch without having to view multiple pages. It is designed to print in a landscape fashion.

The briefing sheet is created or updated by selecting the “Build Briefing Sheet – 204A”
from the “NIMS IAP” menu.
The NIMS IAP Application will build a new tab for each existing branch. The new tab
will be label as “Branch Assignments” followed by the branch ID.
If a tab already exists for the branch, the existing tab will be updated. Updates to the
204s will not show up on the 204A until the “Build Briefing Sheet – 204A” is run.
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Virtual T-Card Rack
The Virtual T-Card Rack is an experimental function of the NIMS IAP Application. It allows you to visualize
a T-card rack that represents the current IAP. You may also move resources on the T-card rack and the
corresponding resources will be moved on you 204s. It should be noted that when you move resources on the
Virtual T-Card Rack, resources that are moved will be ordered on the 204 according the the order identified on
the General Info tab.
To build the T-card rack, select “Build Virtual T-Cards” fro the “NIMS IAP”
menu.

On the right-hand side of the screen, is the tool that allows moving and
reassigning of resources.
The “Move” Button moves a resource into the “In Transit” field. If the resource
was “Assign” it will be removed from the assignment. As an example, if we
selected the last water tender in Div C (W/T PVT E-103) and then clicked on
the “Move” button, W/T PVT E-103 would be removed from DIV C. It would
then appear in the “In Transit” field.
The “In Transit” field is essentially a holding spot for the next resource to be
assigned. Using the previous example, if we now select any blank spot in DIV B
and then click on the “Assign” button, W/T PVT E-103 will be assigned to DIV
B and the “In Transit” field will be cleared.
Unassigned resources are listed below the “In Transit” field. The blue-boxed field is a search field. This has a
pull-down selector with the resources defined in the “General Info” tab, or you can freely enter text.
Unassigned resources are moved into assignments in a similar fashion to moving resources from one
assignment to the other. Click on the resource in the unassigned resource list, click on the “Move” button, the
resource will appear in the “In Transit” field, select an open cell in the division where the resource is to be
assigned, and click on the “Assign” button. The unassigned resource will continue to display in the unassigned
list until it is actually assigned (when you click the “Assign” button).
Limitations
The virtual T-card rack does not work well with multiple page divisions or groups. Each new page is placed in a
new column and is treated a separate division. A resource placed on the third page of a division would remain
on that page despite being a resource that should be on the first page (as determined by sort order). Additionally
a resource cannot be added to a page or Division that is already full. And finally, the process of moving
resources on the virual t-card rack can be slow and cumbersome.
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Printing Suggestions and Tips
Printing in Google Sheets is pretty straight-forward. However, there are some simple tricks to make your
printed IAP look better.
To print any worksheet, start by selecting the Print Icon
your browser’s menu).

or select “Print” from the Google Sheets menu (not

Select what you are trying to print. You may either print the current sheet
(page), the current workbook (all pages), or the currently selected cells.
If you select “workbook”, you will have a further selection to determine
which pages you actually want to print.
If you have selected “workbook”, you select which pages to print by
clicking on the small drop-down arrow to the righ of “All sheet”
Select or unselect the Sheets (pages) that you would like to print.

If you select either “Current sheet” or “Selected Cells”, the sheet selection
will not be visable.

Select page size and orientation.
Most forms in the NIMS IAP are
designed to print in portrait
orientation. The exceptions are
the 205 and the 215A.
Select “Fit to page” by clicking the drop-down arrow on “Scale”. This will
give you the best formatting for your pages and will automatically fill you
sheet to match either the hieght or width of the page without running off of
the page.

Set you margins to “Narrow”.
Again, this will give you the best
spacing of the forms on your
printed page.

Lastly, make sure that you turn off “Show gridlines” and “Show notes”
by unchecking the corresponding boxes.
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Appendix A – Importing Resource Data from InciNet
Open InciNet

Select Resource List

Make sure to check Crews, Equipment, and Overhead

After the Resource List opens, select Compress View

*Close Excel – If Excel is already open, InciNet will cause an error.
Select Export
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The export resource file will be opened in Excel
Copy and Paste
In Excel, select the entire
exported spreadsheet –
“ctrl-A” should select all
filled cells (sometimes
twice).
Make sure the entire data
area is selected. Press ctrlC (or select Copy from the
Edit menu).
Return to the NIMS IAP application in Google Sheets and select the Import tab.

Select the upper-left cell (A1)
Prior to Pasting, make sure that your
Import tab is completely empty.
If tab is empty, Press ctrl-V (or select
Paste from the Edit menu).
It may take a minute or so for the pasted
data to show up in Google Sheets.

After pasting, your Sheet should look like this.
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Import Function
After the paste operation is finished, you can import the
InciNet data into your Resource ID sheet by selecting Import
InciNet Data from the NIMS IAP menu. The import may take
a minute or so. Be patient. During the import, the script will
attempt to clean up the information from InciNet and make it a
little more IAP friendly.

Once the import is complete, you will be notified of the number of resources imported.
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Appendix B – Importing Data from ROSS
ROSS (Resource Ordering Status System) has a large number of different reports that can exported. Each one
has a different format and uses different titles for resource data. This makes ROSS imports a little more
difficult. The NIMS IAP application can import four standard ROSS exports, IRS-001, IRQ-002, “Original
Request List” (with or without subordinates) and the Dispatch terminal dump. It will also make an attempt to
import others, based on column heading names (this may or may not have fruitful results).
This example is shown using the ROSS web interface. These imports can also be done from the ROSS
application at the ECC (Emergency Command Center) or your GACC (Geographic Area Coordination Center).
If you don’t have access to ROSS, you can probably get your ECC or GACC to email you an export in Excel or
CSV (comma separated values) format The PDF format cannot be imported.
Log into ROSS and pull the up the reports dashboard.

I find that the best report for export is the Original “Request List with Subordinates”. To access that report;
1. Select “ROSS - original”

2. Then select “Incident”.

3. Select “Request List With Subordinates”.
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4. Select resources desired and enter and then filter for your incident name.

The report generated with be in a PDF format, like the example below.
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In the upper right-hand corner, select view options and then select “View in Excel 2007 Data”.

Depending on your computer and browser, the resulting file should be downloaded to wherever your default
download location is. Google chrome will show the download in the lower right corner like the example below.

Open the downloaded fire in Excel

Copy and Paste
In Excel, select the entire exported spreadsheet – “ctrl-A” should select all filled cells (sometimes you need to
do “ctrl-A” twice). Make sure the entire data area is selected. Press ctrl-C (or select Copy from the Edit menu).
Return to the NIMS IAP application in Google Sheets and select the Import tab.

Select the upper-left cell (A1)
Prior to Pasting, make sure that your
Import tab is completely empty.
If tab is empty, Press ctrl-V (or select
Paste from the Edit menu).
It may take a minute or so for the pasted
data to show up in Google Sheets.
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After pasting, your Sheet should look like this.

Import Function
After the paste operation is finished, you can import the
InciNet data into your Resource ID sheet by selecting
Import ROSS Data to Resource List from the NIMS IAP
menu. The import may take a minute or so. Be patient.
During the import, the script will attempt to clean up the
information from InciNet and make it a little more IAP
friendly.
Once the import is complete, you will be notified of the number of resources imported.
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Appendix C - Use of Google Drive files offline
If you aren't connected to a Wi-Fi or mobile network, you can still view and edit files, including:
Google Docs
Google Sheets
Google Slides

Open files offline
To turn on offline access:
You must be connected to the Internet (prior to going offline).
Use the Google Chrome browser.
Don't use incognito mode.
Install and enable Google Docs offline Chrome extension.
Make sure you have enough free space on your device to save your files.

Open your Google Drive files offline
1.
2.
3.

Open Chrome. Make sure you're signed in to Chrome.
Go to drive.google.com/drive/settings.
Check the box next to "Sync Google Docs, Sheets, Slides & Drawings files to this computer so that you can edit
offline."

Limitations while working offline
1. The NIMS IAP Menu and features will not be available.
2. Sharing and multi-user access will not be available.
3. Location services and weather will not be available.
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